Student grant support

For teachers of students with visual impairments interested in becoming a certified Orientation and Mobility (O&M) instructor.

- Applicants must hold (or acquire prior to entering a cohort) a Utah Special Education License/Visual Impairments Endorsement (K-12) or a Utah Preschool Special Education License/Visual Impairments Endorsement (Birth–5).
- The grant provides a $6,000 stipend.
- The endorsement program requires the completion of 5 courses/a total of 17 credit hours, including the required practicum hours (tuition cost is currently $583 per credit hour).

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT: https://special-ed.utah.edu/research/ProjectO&M.php

INFORMATION
Project Director – Chris.Bischke@utah.edu (801) 585-3925

APPLICATION DEADLINE
March 1, 2023

Project O&M is funded by a Utah State Board of Education Special Education Personnel Preparation Interagency Agreement through IDEA funds.